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Abstract:
In the cultural heritage field the recording and documentation of small and medium size objects with very
detailed Digital Surface Models (DSM) is readily possible by through the use of high resolution and high
precision triangulation laser scanners. 3D surface recording of archaeological objects can be easily
achieved in museums; however, this type of record can be quite expensive. In many cases photogrammetry
can provide a viable alternative for the generation of DSMs. The photogrammetric procedure has some
benefits with respect to laser survey. The research described in this paper sets out to verify the
reconstruction accuracy of DSMs of some archaeological artefacts obtained by photogrammetric survey.
The experimentation has been carried out on some objects preserved in the Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology at University College London (UCL). DSMs produced by two photogrammetric software
packages are compared with the digital 3D model obtained by a state of the art triangulation colour laser
scanner. Inter-comparison between the generated DSM has allowed an evaluation of metric accuracy of the
photogrammetric approach applied to archaeological documentation and of precision performances of the
two software packages.

1.BACKGROUND
The conservation of cultural heritage by the reconstruction of three-dimensional models continues to be an
area for constant development and evolution by a wide variety of contributing scientific communities.
Driving forces behind this great interest include: documentation in case of destruction or damage; creation of
virtual museums and tourism; teaching and learning; conservation and restoration. Whilst ultimately fields
will merge, currently the most common 3D surface recording techniques can be divided into two main
categories: photogrammetry and laser scanning.
Whilst both techniques have their advantages, critical evaluation is often biased by the capabilities of the
deployed systems and the individuals using them. In particular the use of image based techniques requires
rigorous photogrammetric bundle adjustment, supported by metric survey if both precision and accuracy are
to be maintained [1]. Two key issues need to be considered when applying either technique. The first is in
optimising capture to minimise occlusion which give rise to holes in the data. In the case of a triangulation
laser scanner both sensor and laser must “see” the same surface; hence the base separation and spot
separation will dictate the variation in surface form that can be captured. In the photogrammetric case
occlusions between images will similarly give rise to "holes" in the data and variable image quality will
contribute to geometrical error and "noise" in the reconstructed surfaces. Optimization of the
photogrammetric process to ensure good results commences with careful in the preliminary stages (camera
calibration and image orientation) combined with object selection to avoid failure cases in objects where
surface detail and contrasting texture are absent. Secondly, surface finish is a critical issue for all optical
recording technique. In both laser scanning and photogrammetry light must be reflected back from the
surface to be recorded into a camera. In the case of scanning the geometry and intensity of the light are
defined by the scanning configuration and, in the better systems, feedback based on the amount of light
received at the detector. The photogrammetric technique will more typically deploy a photographic lighting
setup, or even ambient light in the recording process. In either case specular reflections, particularly from
metallic or dark shiny stone finishes will cause practical challenges.

The study described in this paper was carried out as part of activities for the creation of 3D models on
archaeological finds of small and medium size in order to investigate the performance of different
photogrammetric software in comparison to a state of the art laser scanning system. Results have been drawn
from 3D surveys of a number of archaeological finds preserved in the UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology. The objects examined were: a lid of a stone canopic jar (ca. 20 cm x 20 cm), a funerary cone
(ca. 14 cm x 14 cm) and a cartonnage mask (45 cm x 30 cm x 9cm). The first two objects were imaged with
both laser scanning systems and photogrammetry, whilst the cartonnage was too fragile to manipulate and
was imaged in-situ with photogrammetry. A photogrammetric inter-software comparison was made between
DSMs (Digital Surface Model) computed with two commercial systems and one research orientated system.
The commercial systems included BAE SocetSet which is optimised to produce mapping products, whilst the
academic system was Dense Matcher developed by Parma University. For the two smaller objects, resulting
DSM were compared to the dense point cloud generated by the high precision (ca. 20 µm depth uncertainty)
Arius3D laser scanner (housed at UCL) to evaluate their metric accuracy.

2. OBJECT SURFACE RECORDING
2.1 3D Colour Laser Scanning
The funerary cone was 3D colour laser scanned using a recently upgraded Arius3D ‘Foundation Model 150’
Colour Scanner, which is unique in Europe, to create detailed object ‘fingerprints’ of a range of artefact
types. The scanner, held in partnership between Arius3D and UCL, is able to deliver 3D coloured point data
at a sampling interval of 0.1mm (~250 dots per inch) with a range accuracy of better than of 0.020mm
[2].The scan head delivers XYZ, RGB and surface normal data along a 50mm profile which is driven across
the object surface by the controlled motion of a Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM). The CMM
scanning volume allows objects of up to 90cm x 50cm to be scanned. The scanner collects 3D geometry
information through the use of a laser triangulation system, whilst colour is collected by analysis of the
reflected light from Red, Green and Blue lasers at 638 nm, 532 nm, and 473 nm. These capabilities confer
the project with the ability to produce state of the art 3D surface models which have a level of geometric and
colour standardization that are well suited to museum recording. Laser scanning, as with all optical
techniques, is dependent on the interaction of the surface to be recorded with light. The highly directional
nature of the laser illumination and narrow acceptance angle of the detector in the triangulation geometry
favour surfaces which reflect incident light in a diffuse or Lambertian way. Specular surfaces, particularly
polished metals, present real difficulties that either saturate the senor or result in the sensor receiving
insufficient light from the surface to make a record. Such optical properties are not only dependant on the
surface and imaging geometry but also on the wavelength of the light used to make the recording. State of
the art systems such as those from Arius3D, are highly capable of recording the geometry of many different
surfaces, but require a combination of artistry and science for the successful reconstruction of colour
captured from disparate views. Most scanning systems have a workflow that is designed to convert point
cloud data into triangulation based models for subsequent visualisation and dissemination. However work on
the UCL led E-Curator project has demonstrated that heritage professional / digital object interaction can be
efficiently delivered from coloured point cloud data where geometry, colour and point based surface normals
are combined with splat based point rendering [3]. In our case this is achieved through the use of the
Arius3D Pointstream software [4], but there are a growing number of point rendering alternatives.

3. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURVEY
Photogrammetric data capture follows a common methodology and is distinct in philosophy from most
computer vision approaches in that the captured imagery and content are designed from a metric standpoint.
First a geometry or network design is performed to ensure that the number and location of the images to be
used are appropriate to produce accurate results. Several issues influence the quality of the final result. Key
are: the availability of known control points and/or scale in the field of view of the imaging systems and
choice of, image resolution and image scale to ensure that fine surface detail can be recorded for subsequent
image matching and visualisation. If well designed, it is the ability to record fine detail which can allow
photogrammetry to easily surpass the data that can be captured with the majority of laser scanning systems.
This is because laser scanning systems are limited in spatial resolution by both their projected laser dot

diameter which are typically of the order of 50 to 250 microns and the capability of the motion system
directing the scanner to capture in a spatially regular manner.

3.1 Orientation software description
To orient the image blocks and optionally carry out camera calibration many different software tools are
available from both commercial and research sources. For the work carried out in this paper the following
tools were based on their availability in Padova, Parma and London.
PhotoModeler is a digital close-range photogrammetry program that allows 3-D models to be constructed
from digital images. The system is used for camera calibration and for the digital orientation and restitution
of photographs During processing, PhotoModeler (PM) computes the orientation of each image calculating
the location and angle of the camera for each photo. PM was used principally because it is a well established
solution, however it should be noted that it also allows metric constraints in the form of inter-distances
between features to be included in the calculation of the bundle adjustment. In our recording process circular
targets were located around the object to be measured and their inter-distances measured with digital calliper
to accurately scale the resultant model and strengthen the photogrammetric adjustment.
Vision Measurement System (VMS) has been established for some 15 years as a tool for engineering
photogrammetry having been compared against many other metrology systems in both industrial and
biological applications [5]. The software supports photogrammetric simulation, self calibrating bundle
adjustment with both basic and extended parameter sets, fully automatic target image measurement and the
ability to produce geometrically corrected images so that the subsequent matching process does not need to
consider the geometric nuances of the best fitting camera calibration parameter sets. The software also
supports the use of inter-distances and directions between targets and features as part of a rigorous bundle
adjustment process.
EyeDEA has been developed in the last year at DICATeA. Unlike the previous software, EyeDEA is capable
of automatically orientating a generic close-range image sequence using Structure From Motion (SFM)
algorithms. Also, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows the user to measure image points manually or
semi-automatically (i.e. the user selects points on one image and the software automatically finds - through a
matching procedure- the homologous points on the other images of the block); the user can perform a bundle
adjustment of the whole image block or process just a part; the user can also define which images make a
sequence and then process them using our SFM code [6] that implements the SURF operator and SURF
feature descriptors.

3.2 Matching software description
To generate the DSMs using Matching Algorithms both commercial and in-house matching systems were
applied:
Dense Matcher is a software package developed by Parma University based on the classical area-based
Stereo Algorithm. The program is able to detect homologies between one reference (master) images and
their correspondent (slave) images. The detection is performed using different matching windows for the two
images. The best results are obtained with the Least Squares Matching (LSM) method. In the case of
multiple images, however, the Multi-Photo Geometrically Constrained Matching (MGCM) method
introduced by [7] exploits the redundancy of the information present in more than two images.
SocetSet by BAE systems is a digital mapping software application. The software works with digital
airborne, satellite and terrestrial imagery data and includes multi-sensor triangulation, several matching
algorithms and the capability of generating a range of image based products [8]. For this research the
software has been applied to generate a surface model from the photogrammetric images using its NextGeneration Automatic Terrain Extraction (NGATE) module. NGATE is an advanced tool for automatic
DSM generation utilising combined area and edge matching. The software is capable of matching each pixel
in both forward and back matching processes and can deploy break lines to delineate major surface
discontinuities.

3.3 The th
hree case stu
udies
All objects recorded inn the follow
wing three caase studies are
a from thee UCL Petriie Museum of Egyptiann
Archaeologgy [9]. All obbject handlin
ng during thhe imaging campaigns
c
was
w both appproved and subsequently
s
y
carried out bby approvedd Petrie museeum specialissts.

3.3.1 Canoopic Jar Lid
The Canopiic Jar Lid (aaccession nu
umber UC300116) is an ancient
a
Egyp
ptian object dating back to the New
w
Kingdom pperiod (ca 1200 BC). This
T
small sttone object (Figure 1) is ca. 20cm
m x 20cm x 20cm. Forr
photogramm
metric recordding a Nikon
n D700 (43577x2899 pixeel) digital cam
mera with caalibrated 38 mm
m lens hass
been used. T
The sequencce of 23 imag
ges with connvergent cam
mera attitudess follows a sspiral path moving
m
on ann
imaginary sspherical surrface centred
d on the objject. The cam
mera calibraation operatioons were caarried out byy
adopting staandard proceedures proviided within the PhotoModeler 5 sofftware. The iimage orientations weree
performed with the PhhotoModeler bundle adjuustment by importing homologous
h
points deterrmined withh
EyeDEA. T
The scale off the photog
grammetric m
model was been defineed by callipeer measurem
ments of thee
distance bettween the tarrgets applied
d to a base b oard on which the object was placedd. The measu
ures used forr
scaling werre placed as a constraintt during thee calculation of bundle-aadjustment. A
At the end of
o the blockk
orientation process thee reconstructtion of the DSMs was carried out (Figure 2).. Orientation
n data weree
imported innto Dense Maatcher togeth
her with the estimated grround points.. To optimizze the correlaation processs
selected im
mage pair, meeting
m
requ
uirements inn relation to
o the ratio of baseline//distance and angles off
convergence of optical axes,
a
have been selectedd as data-inpu
ut in the mattching processs. In particu
ular, featuress
that appear only on veryy narrow basse photograpphs, have mu
uch lower accuracy than features on photographss
with greaterr separation.

Figgure 1: Archiival photograaph of
the Can
nopic Lid

Figure 2: Example
E
DSSM

3.3.2 Funeerary Conee
The funerarry cone (acceession numbeer UC37585 , Figure 3) iss a small Egy
yptian objectt dating back
k to the New
w
Kingdom (cca 1200 BC). It is approx
ximately 10 ccm in diametter, nearly ciircular and iss moulded frrom clay andd
shows a relaatively unifoorm texture. The
T survey oof this objectt conveniently utilised a systematic set
s of imagess
acquired unnder a 1030m
mm hemispheerical dome in use at UC
CL to study PTM
P
(Polynoomial Texture Mapping))
[10] .The ddome consistts of a centraal camera m
mounting and
d 64 individu
ual flash lighhts arranged in five tierss
inside the dome. Placingg the object in
i this hemissphere allowss sequential image capturre with highlly controlledd
angular illuumination. Inn this case im
mages were ttaken simultaaneously dep
ploying the liights on each of the fivee
tiers. A singgle Nikon D2200 digital caamera was m
mounted at th
he dome “norrth pole” aboove the objecct which wass
placed on the horizonttal baseboarrd (Figure 55). To faciliitate stereo imaging, thhe object waas translatedd
systematicaally from leftt to right to create baseliines from 4 cm up to a maximum
m
off 12 cm. The object hadd
been placedd on a base board with co
oded targets. The scale off the photogrammetric moodel has been defined byy
calliper measurements made betweeen the targeets on the baase board ussed as constrraints within
n the bundlee
adjustment. For this mettric comparison test, the image pair chosen
c
subtended the maaximum baseeline (12 cm))
illuminated by the higheest tier of lights.

Figure3:Arrchival phottograph of Figure 4: D
DSM of Funeerary cone
the funeraryy cone

Figure 5: Schematic drawing off
urtesy of L..
PTM domee. Image cou
MacDonaldd

3.3.3 Carttonnage Maask
The third caase study reccords a mask
k (accession nnumber UC4
45849, Figurre 6) from thhe Ptolemaic Period (3055
- 50 BC). T
The medium sized object (45 cm x 330 cm x 9cm
m) is made from paintedd plastered waste-paper,
w
,
papyrus carrtonnage. Succh head coveers were usedd to lay upon
n the chest off mummifiedd and wrappeed bodies. Inn
this case itt was not poossible to haandle or liftt the fragile object, so only a phottogrammetricc DSM wass
obtained. D
Despite beingg larger, the cartonnage w
was imaged using the same workflow
w as the smaaller objects,,
the only diffference beinng that a larg
ger calibrateed board wass required. In
n this case a calibrated Nikon
N
D7000
with calibraated 35mm lens
l
was useed to producce images fro
om a system
matic range oof viewpointts and stablee
photographiic lighting conditions
c
with
w
two inddirect slave flashes. Imaages were oorientated in VMS andd
subsequentlly matched with
w Socetsett. The final m
model was output
o
in both
h point cloudd and TIN (T
Triangulatedd
irregular neetwork) form
mats (Figure 7). The 3D
D colour mo
odel is currently part off an interactiive museum
m
exhibit at thhe British Libbrary “Growing Knowleddge” exhibit [11].

Figure 6: Archival Phhotograph off Cartonnagee
M
Mask.

Fig
gure 7: Detaiil of the resul
ulting DMS from
fr
SocetSet, colo
our per vertexx mesh, of th
he
caartonnage heaad.

4. ANALY
YSIS AND COMPAR
RISON
4.1 Techniical and prractical con
nsiderationss
Whilst bothh laser scannning and ph
hotogrammettric solutionss are capablle of non coontact produ
uction of 3D
D
colour models, which caan be used fo
or both scienntific analysiss and audien
nce visualisattion, the meth
hods used too
generate thee models givve rise to sev
veral key diffferences. Dig
gital close raange photogrrammetry is a robust andd
established non-contact optical method
m
for tthe documeentation of museum art
rtefacts. Thee equipmentt

consisting oof a digital SLR
S
camera (Nikon D7000) and lightiing equipment is easily ttransportablee to museum
m
and fragile objects. It iss capable of delivering hhigh-resolutio
on colour im
mages ideal ffor the docum
mentation off
current conddition and daamages on th
he surface off the artefactt enabling the visualisatioon of details of the orderr
of 50 µm. T
The use of an
a imaging dome
d
can ennhance imagiing consisten
ncy and provvide illuminaation controll
capable of ssupporting a range of RT
TI reconstructtion techniqu
ues [12]; how
wever the dim
mensions of the
t dome, orr
illuminationn device andd requiremen
nt for blackoout are restriictive when compared too a simple photographic
p
c
imaging coonfiguration. Differences between the on-site time necesssary to cappture data and
a
off-linee
processing aare significaant, with the laser scanneer taking long
ger than the imaging tecchniques. Sett against thiss
is the imm
mediacy of thhe 3D modeel and the aability to ch
heck its com
mpleteness annd quality in-situ. Suchh
checking aavoids the need
n
to re-v
visit, but w
we note the continuing improvemeent in photo
ogrammetricc
automation that will steeadily erodee this advanttage. Visual inspection is a very im
mportant asp
pect for bothh
museum prrofessionals and audience engagemeent. A key advantage
a
off image baseed techniquees are higherr
resolution aand colour fiidelity resultting in outpuut that is more convincin
ng to conservvators and curators evenn
though the underlying geometry might
m
not b e as detaileed as a 3D scan samplled from lasser scanningg
techniques. When scienntifically cap
ptured, such images enab
ble detailed inspection oof damage an
nd conditionn
and have thhe necessary resolution to
o mimic the use of a low
w magnificatiion hand lens
ns. Within theese tests, thee
cartonnage (section 3.3.3) provided
d an examplee of an extrremely fragille object thaat could not be removedd
from its muuseum enviroonment or ev
ven its suppoorting structu
ure. In this caase the imagging system needed
n
to goo
to the objecct and be deployed in a manner
m
that coonsidered oth
her users of the
t museum space.

4.2 DSM ccomparison
ns
To make thhe comparisoon between datasets
d
(phootogrammetry
y / laser and photogramm
metry / photo
ogrammetry))
3D modelliing softwaree was used. After the reegistration between
b
the surfaces to be compareed, the mostt
significant statistical vaalues of the distances bbetween the two surfacees were calcculated: Meaan, Standardd
RMS (Root Mean
M
Squaree) Error (Tabble 1). To maake the comp
parisons more
re readable, a colour mapp
deviation, R
was also dissplayed.

4.2.1 Canoopic Jar Lid
Table 1 : Comparison
n table for C
Canopic Jar Lid
L
m)
Mean (mm

StdDev (mm)

R
RMS Error (mm)

0.059

0.2
209

0.217

Figure 8: D
DMS deviation map for the
Canopic Jar Lid
C
The 8 pairss of images with
w the besst geometric configuratio
on and produ
ucing the moost completee DSM weree
used: the D
DSMs were subsequently
s
y merged to produce a global
g
triangu
ulated mesh that was latter re-scaledd
according too the referennce length measured on tthe original object.
o
The DSM
D
obtaineed from the fusion
f
of thee
different meeshes has a certain
c
degreee of noise ((~0.2mm) an
nd the presen
nce of some incomplete areas due too
occlusions, failure of matching
m
algo
orithm due too low image textures on parts of the lid and, obliique viewingg
nnection bettween the faace and the neck of thee
angles to thhe object suurface. Most obvious is that the con
canopic jar lid is unsattisfactory. The output D
DSM was compared with
h the Arius33D generated
d DSM as a
reference. S
Since the tw
wo models were
w
not geneerated in thee same referrence system
m an ICP aliignment wass
required. Fiigure 8 show
ws the final DSM
D
which hhave then beeen overlaid with
w a colouur error map denoting thee
discrepancyy from the laaser scan refference data. Taking the scan model as being corrrect, accuraacy has beenn
determined by projectinng the mesh of the compplete photog
grammetric model
m
onto thhe scanned model.
m
Bothh
the standardd deviation and
a the RMS error are of the order of 0.2 mm.

4.2.2 Funeerary Conee
The sequennce in Figure 13 below sh
hows three ddifferent typees of comparrisons: betweeen the photo
ogrammetricc
DSM generrated by SoccetSet and the
t referencee scanning model
m
(Figu
ure 9.a), the Dense Matccher’s DSM
M
compared too SocetSet model
m
(Figurre 9.b) and thhe Dense Maatcher modell with 3D lasser scanner DSM
D
(figuree
9.c). Each comparison is overlaid with the coolour error map
m to show
w discrepanccies between
n the DSMss
obtained byy the differennt techniques. In this casee study all mo
odels were fiirst aligned uusing ICP alg
gorithms. Ass
can be seenn the discrepancies betweeen the two photogramm
metric models appears ranndom with deviations
d
off
the order oof 0.1mm which are attrributable to differences between the matching algorithms (Figure 9b)..
However coomparison between both
h photogramm
metric modeels and the laaser referencce show cleaar systematicc
departures. Given the parallel axees of the steereo images used to make the moddels, it is possible
p
thatt
uncorrectedd lens distorttion has giveen rise to thhese differen
nces which represent
r
an underlying curvature inn
both image based modeel [13]. This result
r
highligghts the need
d to produce check data tto ensure thee correctnesss
of 3D reconnstruction sinnce such an observed
o
trennd could be interpreted
i
as a structural
al change in the
t object byy
a museum pprofessional.
m)
Table 2 : Staandard Deviaation of discrepancies aftter ICP (mm
DSM
M-SS/DSM-Laser
0.154

DSM
M-DM/DSM-SS
0.080

DSM--DM/DSM-L
Laser
0.158

Figure 9: D
Deviation maps
m
for the Funerary
F
Conne: (a) SocetS
Set to Lasersscan, (b) DennseMatcher to
t SocetSet,
(c) DenseeMatcher to Laserscan.
L
Comparisonn across a sm
mall area in the centre oof the DSMs, following local
l
alignm
ment, effectiv
vely removess
the influencce of the model curvature to highlighhts the degreee of local diiscrepancy w
which are all of the orderr
of 0.08mm (Table 3).
S
Dev
viation (mm) for the comp
parison of sm
mall area DM
MS in the cen
ntre of the
Table 3: Values of Standard
F
Funerary Con
ne
M-SS/DSM-Laser
DSM
0.078

DSM
M-DM/DSM
M-SS
0.072

DSM--DM/DSM-L
Laser
0.081

4.2.3 Carttonnage Maask
In this case study the DSMs
D
generaated with sinngle image pairs with SocetSet have been compaared with thee
correspondiing DSMs produced
p
by Dense Mattcher. Figuree 10 shows the discrepaancies between the twoo
photogramm
metric techniiques workin
ng on the sam
me pair of im
mages over th
he relatively flat lower portion of thee
mask underr the same suurvey conditions.

Figure 10: DMS deviattion map for the Cartonnaage
m
mask, lower part of the mask
m

Figuree 11: DMS deviation mapp for the Carrtonnage
Mask, right
r
side of the head

Both imagee matching sooftware pack
kages have prroduced enco
ouraging results, demonsstrating agreement of thee
order of 0.11 mm. Figurre 11 is of a second pairr of images which
w
includ
de the more 3D upper po
ortion of thee
mask. Heree agreement is lower (~0
0.25mm) annd clearly sh
hows significcant systemaatic deformations. Thesee
differences are attributaable to the greater
g
compplexity of th
he surface an
nd to the preesence of occclusion andd
shadows aroound the nosse and chin th
hat make thee image matcching processs challengingg.

5. CONCL
LUSION
Comparisonn between photogramme
p
etric DSMs and those made
m
with th
he 3D laser scanner dem
monstrate ann
overall agreeement of thee order of 0.2mm. If systtematic errorr in the photogrammetricc data can bee minimised,,
for examplee through thhe use of con
nvergent axees, then interrnal precision estimates of the orderr of 0.02mm
m
should be aachievable, evven if this vaalue is quite optimistic and
a the real value
v
may bee around 0.0
05 mm. Suchh
data are enttirely approppriate for thee documentaation of smaall and mediu
um-sized arcchaeological finds. Mostt
notable how
wever is the ability
a
of thee digital imagging techniqu
ues to directlly deliver com
ompelling hig
gh resolutionn
imagery at llow cost whiich is readily
y accepted byy museum prrofessionals.
Results higghlight the importance
i
of the dom
minant role played
p
by photogramm
p
metric orientaation in thee
workflow iff accurate DS
SMs are to be
b produced.. In particulaar comparison against thee Arius3D DSM
D
showedd
that, if conntrol points are not pro
operly desiggned and acquired, sign
nificant systeematic but undetectable
u
e
deformationns can occur..
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